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Company Owner
Testimonial
“

I worked with the UVU Spring Marketing Class to create new content, media,

and focus group findings. I found working with them was of great value, and like
having a team of free interns. They took the time to ask many pointed questions to
understand the nature of my business and company goals. From there they
worked as a team. Through this team effort, I received lifestyle photos and videos,
6 blog articles, and feedback from a focus group they conducted.
They showed value for my input as well as offered creative ideas and guidance. I

”

highly recommend the UVU Student Marketing group if you are in search of a pool
of interns for 3 months.

- Greg Livingston, owner of Blanc
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Organic Site Visits Are
Increasing
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Keyword Positions Are
Increasing
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Challenge

With e-commerce companies, search engines will find little to
negligible unique content to crawl. With so many pages to crawl
and rank, no new content will result in no SEO exposure.
As an e-commerce store, Blanc needed to write unique content
for all the keywords that pertain to the products they have.

UVU
Marketing
Tasks

Perform site audit using Ahrefs
Determine monthly searches
Determine Keyword rank
Find keyword rich content topics
Add content through blogging
The UVU Capstone marketing team took the task of helping
Blanc, electrically heated clothing store, improve their organic
search.
Prior to this event, blanc was only ranking for one keyword, and
it did not point to their site. The one keyword was "Heated Shirt"
and it only pointed to their Kickstarter.
After 7 blog posts over the course of 7 weeks, the organic rank
for blanc changed drastically.

Results

Blanc ranked for 33 keywords including "battery heated shirt".
The monthly volume for the new keywords is over 750 searches a
month.
Blanc also saw an increase in traffic, going from 0 to 24 monthly
site visits organically.
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